Abstract: This paper focuses on construction and optimization on the framework of the computer linguistic analysis based on the natural language processing. Previous studies only consider word combinations as simple juxtapositions of terms, and do not take into account the tendencies between terms. It is helpful to improve the core accuracy of the vocabulary acquisition by selecting a statistical evaluation method which is suitable for characterizing selection bias. With this inspiration and under the condition that natural language understood and processing already became in the current computer science a key research direction. How does it have to study is can let the computer accept and then understand the people daily use the language causes the computer to be possible to achieve the human natural language with the own mechanical instruction between the interconversion that establishes one kind of the person and the machine close and the friendly relations enables it to carry on the high information transmission and the cognition activity, we propose the new framework of the computer linguistic analysis, the performance of the proposed method is verifies through the empirical analysis.
INTRODUCTION
Natural language processing technology after several decades of development, the emergence of a large number of effective methods and in order to solve the problem of natural language processing, more and more scientists began to transfer the research to the combination of mathematical model and grammar, solve the fuzzy problem of semantics and improve the performance of the model (Sarikaya,2014; Bender,2013) . The natural language understood and processing already became in the current computer science a key research direction. How does it have to study is can let the computer accept and understand the people daily use the language causes the computer to be possible to achieve the human natural language with own mechanical instruction between interconversion that establishes one kind of the person and the machine close and the friendly relations enables it to carry on the high information transmission and the cognition activity (Caccamisi,2016; Stephen, 2014) .
The present stage natural language understood the technology has the two big research directions, namely based on rule analysis method (i.e. so-called rationalism) and in view of large-scale corpus analytic method (i.e. so-called empiricism).
1) The core of the former is to analyze the sentence structure, the use of rules of top-down or the bottomup syntax tree generation process analysis. These methods basically have grasped single sentence analysis technology, but when processes massively limits real text very is been must difficult to cover comprehensively, specially also without knowing where to begin starts regarding the general entire paragraph or the chapter understanding. 2) The latter makes full use of the computer processing speed and mass storage, the collecting a large number of related text corpus, and then mark all mark in the corpus, annotation includes every word part of speech, semantic, phrase structure, sentence patterns and the relationship between. However, the knowledge provided by the corpus is expressed by the probability and statistics, so there will often be irrelevant, and corpora need to spend a lot of time and resources to build and maintain with the high cost that need to be modified (Kerr,2015) . In the current research process, in the order to let the computer understand the natural language, especially for the study of Chinese language is often by means of the western research methods, that is, with Chomsky's formal grammar system for the language to establish the corresponding grammar Rules and semantic identification (Cambria,2015) . But above at present the system also is must let the people regarding the speech recognition premise conform to certain grammar rule, the computer can carry on the recognition, or otherwise still with difficulty distinguished. For instance above system, it has provided a series of sentences, lets you carry on the practice, in order to let you adapt the computer, says the speech according to certain rule to be able to general distinguish. The establishment may converge following several approximately above the computer foundation language test development condition can be organized as the follows. 1) Compatible machine language test. The surveying as well as the computer technology progress causes the new generation of language test technology to start to appear. This kind of test form compares in the general traditional written examination has extremely superiority, for example, it can play the feedback role, strengthened the user friendly and the personalization in the test simultaneously has also promoted the security. 2) Early computer language testing. Under the restriction of computer technology, the initial stage of the language test is to use the general computer's management language to test or to move the traditional written examination questions to the computer. It is characterized by only changing the test methods, while in the test construction and tasks and the written test is not a substantial difference. This paper mainly introduces the metaphor model design, the knowledge base and the construction of data resources and the application of the metaphor processing and in this paper, from the cross of cognitive linguistics and computer science, theory and method. In the following sub-sections, we will discuss these issues in detail. 
THE PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

The Computer Architecture as the Basis for the Further Research
In the multimedia communication system, user/application requirements are mapped to meet certain requirements of the communication services. Different applications have different requirements, so need for parameterization, to avoid new applications requires new business implementations. This requires that the QoS description of user/application requirements be described using a uniform parameter, which is related to the application layer QoS requirements and management policies. From the basic perspective, the general components and the sections of the computer architecture can be summarized as follows. a) Packet delay: describes the packet from the source to the destination, the maximum time spent in transmission.
b) Delay jitter: describes the continuous packet delay between the biggest changes. Delay jitter of the limit of multimedia real-time application is very useful, because most of the multimedia real-time application wants to provide users with a stable frame rate. c) Bandwidth: refers to the per basic unit of time is sent to the total amount of data on the network. d) Presented: according to grouping: refers to the maximum number of packet loss per unit of time. e) Throughput: refers to the effective processing information system. f) Service cost: it shows that the user for the service level for the price. Service cost is a very important factor, because if there is no service cost problem, the user, there is no reason not to choose the maximum level of service, such as guarantee service. The station yard structure is refers to each block data in the joint form and the station yard is same. According to the signal arrangement horizontal plan, takes the chart in signal device the signal location, and acts according to these equipment to carry on in signal horizontal plan position these signal locations the connection that may establish the station yard type number according to the structure. Binary tree type number according to structure
The data domain and the left and right pointer domain. To access the two binary tree. To traverse the linear structure is relatively easy, but the binary tree traversal two is difficult. Generally use the method of recursive binary tree traversal two or auxiliary stack, according to the different access to the left sub tree, the root node, right sub tree sequence traversal sequence used a preorder traversal, in order traversal and the general post order traversal (Moreno,2013) .
Route table structure
In the route table structure, each data block is listed according to the object category, and the route table structure actually records the relation between the route and the object. Access to the table structure is easy to find in the way of data blocks, easy to learn. However, when the station is larger, a large number of routes, the total progress of the corresponding table are very large take up a lot of storage capacity and the other cost levels.
As shown in the table one, the basic classifications of computer architecture are shown. Based on the PIM technology data parallel machine all command length fixed is 32.The data type contains the 16 fixed points to have the mark and not to have the sign digit. Addressing way with some general-purpose calculator addressing way basic consistent, including the register way, counts the way, the displacement quantity way, the relative addressing way and the memory addressing way immediately. Unlike the traditional memory addressing mode, the memory addressing mode under this architecture is used in two ways, one is DRAM internal memory access, that is, PE accesses the DRAM storage area of its own node, and the other is DRAM external access, the host reads and writes all DRAM data. In recent years, many research institutions and researchers have made in-depth study of QoS issues, has made some meaningful research results, this section will be different environments, different levels of some several QoS architecture for a simple introduction and analysis.  OMEGA. OMEGA is a synthesis of various disciplines it studies the application of QoS requirements and some local, global resource management to meet the application to the general application of realtime guarantee. OMEGA's builders recognize that end-to-end QoS requires more than just network QoS and requires CPU and the storage QoS to ensure that network QoS is effective. The OMEGA architecture essence is the resources reservation and the end-to-end of resource management. Its architecture separable becomes the correspondence model and the vertex resources model  QoS for CORBA Objects. QuO and they uses in the customer between the object provides the connection. When quality different, the object may assign the quality the region, and provides the different realization. For example, a method possibly uses the different algorithm under the high band width environment with the low band width environment under. This permission application adapts to many and varied circumstances very easily in the running time. QuO of an external object planning decisions, in order to be able to get adaptability. Structure description language to describe an object, for example, the requirements of the resources.  GARA. GARA is a simple system it provides the end-to-end QoS guarantee for high-end applications. Get what they need to make sure that the application performance, the end-to-end QoS guarantee includes not only the traditional network QoS, and also include other types of QoS, such as CPU and disk QoS.
Natural Language Processing Framework
The semantic block is divided into the subject righteousness block and the auxiliary semantic block, in which host semantics block constitution sentence main essential factor, like the sentence indication object, the content and so on, the main semantic block may divide into the characteristic semantics block and the generalized object semantics block two kinds. The predicate is at the semantic block that often constitutes the characteristic semantics block while the semantic block which the subject and the object are at often constitutes the generalized object semantics block. Among them, many studies on the combination of lexical items and in the context of the context, the lexical items themselves have a tendency to choose to promote the combination of lexical items present linear co-occurrence and expectation and accurate evaluation of the tendency of words help to obtain high-quality new words. Previous studies only consider word combinations as simple juxtapositions of terms, and do not take into account the tendencies between terms. It is helpful to improve the accuracy of the vocabulary acquisition by selecting a statistical evaluation method which is suitable for characterizing selection bias. At present, there are mainly three kinds of methods, which are based on dictionary, rule based and statistics based extraction. Statistical based extraction method is the most widely used, but also the most in-depth study of the subject word extraction method. In the formula one, we demonstrate the statistical references for the model. In order to causing the linguistic model available, must guarantee these n-gram which has not appeared in the training regulations also to obtain a non-vanishing probability. How but assigns these probabilities is precisely the smooth technology must solve based on the listed steps. The semantic contract relations are the sentence according to the time successively, the change of location or the matter have the development arranged in order, between each other assumes the longitudinal connection relations (Fedushko,2013) . The core idea is to calculate the frequency increment of the topic word set, and not only to calculate the frequency of a single subject word, that is, when a word from the candidate topic set to enter the subject word set, it is to investigate the increment of the frequency of the topic word set. Then, we can The illustration relations and the total score relations are extremely similar, the biggest difference is the total score relations cannot infer total sentence from the clause is any, but the illustration relations may, therefore its single row is one kind of some relational processing. This characteristic can give us the extract sentence group the semantic concept expression to bring the very big help. Each kind of sentence mold collects which according to the sentence mold storehouse in, carries on the question and the sentence mold the pattern matching, which kind of question judges this question to belong to, then basis sentence mold definition, discards interrogative and the interrogative sentence characteristic word, segments the sentence, obtains the sentence piece (Anagnostopoulos, 2006) as the listed categories.

Each raised in the interrogative sentence to have its core semantics item, the core semantics item represents the user to ask the question the essence, also was in the natural language understanding essential duty, but these core semantics item hid in the sentence piece which the previous stage obtained.
The analysis of questions: first, it is to understand the intentions of user question is of great help, can be targeted to query, as in the extension of the concept stage can add some queries for specific types of specific auxiliary words.
Carries on to the user submission by the natural language indication question raises the interrogative sentence type analysis that removes inquiry characteristic word; Then carries on basic participle processing to the surplus sentence piece; Participle later will again remove insignificant auxiliary and finally carries on processing and so on concept expansion, after the core word and the expansion concept which the use withdraws carries on the inquiry.
Based on the corpus of the resulting statement fragments participles that remove some necessary to form sentences meaningless auxiliary word, extract the core semantic items will get query subject is prominent, concepts, clear set phrases. Therefore first establishes a filtration word table, but must the not concrete significance character, the word including each kind of composition sentence; Then to segments after according to the filtration word table the result to carry on the analysis that will inquire appears the word obliterates in the filtration word table, extracts the core semantics item, will form the inquiry subject prominently, the concept explicit phrase set as follows.
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The text features extracted from this paper are event and the event elements. The event feature of text uses the structural representation model of concept lattice. The semantic similarity between concepts is used to calculate text similarity. An instance of an event is the carrier of the text content. The formula 6 shows the proper combination.
Where the  represents the standard for evaluation, and the relationship between the following sentences and the front of the sentence is a layer into a layer, layer by layer depth relationship. Here, the assumptions and conditions, the causal relationship between sentences as a progressive relationship, because there is a common characteristic of these sentences, it is first given a discussion or hypothesis, and then based on this discussion on the further. Accordingly, in the equation 7, we show the similarity accounting paradigm. 
   
Where the ( , ) sim p a definition is inspired from the literatures (Liu,2013) , all sentences have an effect, the main body of this effect is the same object, or different parts of the same object. In the other words, the generalized object semantics of these sentences have conceptual coherence or conceptual relevance shown as the figure three. In order to better understand the concepts and theories, let us roughly describe the process of people's understanding of things. When people look at an object first have the object image, that is, the real world mirror, feel it, the formation of real-world perception image, Whether the formation of a function, that is, to determine whether it is valuable, valuable words are identified, that is, to express words by the general composition of the collection of general perception elements to form the text semantics. The function-based perceptual image is divided into the two parts, and the sentences are formed by the word identification and the visible sentence is the basis of the existence of the word that can be then reflected and defined as the formula 8 as follows.
Where the CD  represents the differences of the sentences, the b  represents proposed measurement standard for system,
is the formed differences detection tool. When after in exterior stimulation and the cognition system consciousness pattern matches with consciousness set has believed firmly consciousness and the composition consciousness set existence which exterior stimulation contains, if by now originally stored the pattern the confidence to be high, has not had doubts, then had understood truly why this stimulation was any and (i.e. has determined its true value nature), thus has understood this consciousness set (including various consciousness).The example (1) Basic pair of straight line some consciousness constitution consciousness set understanding, namely had understood constitution straight line is which consciousness then have understood this straight line. (2) Counter-example. If has the question to under some rule class consciousness set or some linguistic environment sentence, then it stores the confidence is low, then takes out also lowers has doubts did not understand.
As shown in the formula 9, the revised standard is shown. The event example saved the text concrete content, carries on the text content the similarity computation also is carries on that between the event example the computation. Asserted the essential factor has the reference value to the event relational excavation, and the language performance essential factor has the inspiration significance to the event fast recognition, the movement is uses for to distinguish the event, the object, the time and the environment three essential factor simplification understanding is a main body.
The Computer Linguistic Analysis Framework
At present constructs the intelligent system that may regard as at best is "the human-controlled intelligent system", not impossible to become the independent intelligent system. The contemporary cognition psychology research results indicated that, while the intelligent system should have following characteristic.  Human's intelligence forming process is the personal behavior, the intelligence has the absolute individual characteristic, while the people have many something in common to the outside world understanding, but the intelligence does not have the universality, the multi-people have not altogether had intelligence. Therefore the intelligent system should simulate individual intelligence.

Human intelligence belongs to the subjective world. People know about the outside world is an understanding of external things, rather than external things in brain of a "mapping". Therefore, general intelligent system to simulate people's subjective world.
Intelligent level of the standard is: in the same intelligent context, the system to make a better response to solve more problems, the system's intelligence level is higher and contains much more useful information for further analysis. The semantic chart recognition different concept territory (for that example different scheme, different space) constitute in match corresponding relations. The semantic chart contains the activation, the role and the limiting condition and matches four parts as well as an inferior scheme relations explanation. This unit mainly deals with the cross territory mapping issue. Sub schema relationships description semantics inherit roles rather than matches. Roles and constraints work together as a whole on the semantic map, rather than on a specific match. Therefore, we summarize the characteristics as the follows. The characteristics of the material things in the world, the connections between things, things change law of property is beyond human consciousness. The material world is the foundation of the formation of human cognition, is a necessary condition of intelligent. From the system point of view can see the material world as unit system.
Objective world
The objective world has two aspects: one is part of the material world which has been recognized by human beings, and the other is the common understanding of human beings. And the objective world of things and the understanding of the human beings.
Subjective world
From the material world, this is a material structure, but it can be used with the information. Human understanding of the external world is the brain to the external world of information reception, processing, storage, extraction, output process.
One of experience construction type grammar significances is that had expounded the language unit's significance is a question which any such debates unceasingly for the long time. The language knowledge fundamental unit is the form and the significance pair constitution unit (construction type). But while regarding its significance essence, some considering is the random abstract attribute while some considering is the sensation, the movement attribute. Experience construction type grammar these two different viewpoint organic synthesis as the significance is manifests in the sensation and the basic kinematic scheme attribute. In the figure 4, we demonstrate the systematic architecture. As has the confidence level information to be called the faith information. The one's subjective world system when receives the basic extraneous information, some primary informations that have not taken to bring with the confidence level, as soon as but some primary informations received on were loaded the primary confidence level. The primary information becomes the faith information after confidence level load processing. Based on the prior discussion, we can summarize the nature meaning and cognition model as the follows and this serves as the essential part of the proposed paradigm (Gao,2013) . The nature meaning reflects the main body and the object meaning relations. The main body is produces the natural language person, the object is the objective content which the natural language reflected. The main body is the driving person, the natural language is indicates by the human, therefore natural language in computer processing, also must manifest the human.
The value of semantic meaning
The semantics of the subject, the object and the subject in the sentence, the nature semantics of the natural language, and the semantic meaning of the word and the meaning of the word, are clarified by the corresponding grammar rules. The realization of this process, naturally resolved the semantic ambiguity of the problem.
The cognitive model of semantic properties
The computer successfully has already imitated the human the form meaning which produces with the form grammar, then also may imitate the life to become the nature meaning the process, the computer might carry on the meaning different meanings naturally to the sentence to analyze and to judge. But must realize this process through the computer, the key also is must let nature meaning realization signifying.
Nature semantics
It can be found in the process of research on semantic ambiguity, a natural language contains two layers of meaning, in which a layer, refers to the natural language is generally thought that the rules of grammar and word meaning, the form under the influence of the semantic and the next layer is the most basic property of natural language, it reflects the natural language of the most basic semantic, it decided to a layer of semantics.
In the experience construction type grammar, the psychological space is the overall concept space main body part, the attribute online words content. In this space, the word expression refers called the object and the predicate relations can establish, and relates with concrete space. Each concrete space all can have own faith linguistic environment, the history, the inference and so on that may dispel refers calls the different meanings, determined supposes in advance, explained disobeys the solid conditional sentence and so on. The following figure shows the corresponding connections. 
THE EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS OF THE METHODOLOGY
The empirical analysis is conducted in this part, the analysis is under this basis: The Agent that one's subjective world system is a dynamic system, the knowledge confidence level in the unceasing change, to some kind of thing confidence level change process is basic Agent to this thing understanding process. Therefore, to the knowledge confidence level load way is an important content which the knowledge forms. When certain knowledge confidence level value stabilizes at that one time, as indicated Agent has the very good understanding to these knowledge while if certain knowledge confidence level is changing unceasingly, then Agent is insufficient to these knowledge understanding. Accordingly, in the following figure 6~9 , we show the corresponding simulation result. 
CONCLUSION
This paper is focusing on construction and optimization on the framework of computer linguistic analysis based on the natural language processing. The natural language understood and processing already became in the current computer science a key research direction. How does it have to study is can let the computer accept and understand the people daily use the language causes the computer to be possible to achieve the human natural language with own mechanical instruction between interconversion that establishes one kind of the person and the machine close and the friendly relations enables it to carry on the high information transmission and the cognition activity. With the basic inspiration of the traditional NLP based applications, this paper proposed the novel framework of computer linguistic analysis. The experimental result shows that the proposed method can analyze the computer linguistic well.
